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1. Clean Fraud

For merchants in high-risk sectors, clean fraud – often confused with card-not-present (CNP) fraud –
remains a chronic concern. Using credit card credentials that have been stolen, fraudsters use this
clever approach to make online purchases that look real. Clean fraud, in contrast to overt
fraudulent operations, carefully mimics real consumer behavior; making it very challenging to
identify through traditional means.

TCB Pay’s proprietary gateway stands as a stalwart against clean fraud, employing cutting-edge AI-
driven anomaly detection and real-time transaction monitoring, is a formidable opponent of clean
fraud. Through a rigorous examination of many parameters, geolocation verification,
and behavioral and transactional pattern analysis, TCB Pay’s system can quickly identify and
block transactions that show small abnormalities that could be signs of clean fraud efforts. By
taking a proactive stance, our merchants strengthen their defenses against these sneaky risks
by preventing fraudulent transactions beforehand.

Payment Gateway: What Is It and Why You May Need One?

 

https://www.tcbpay.com/gateway.php
https://www.tcbpay.com/blog/payment/Payment-Gateway-What-Is-It-And-Why-You-May-Need-One
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2. Account Takeover (ATO) Attacks

Account takeover attempts target merchants who handle large quantities of transactions. Through
these assaults, fraudsters can obtain unauthorized access to legitimate accounts and use that
access to steal money or make fraudulent purchases. Conventional security solutions frequently let
attackers take advantage of weaknesses by failing to quickly identify ATO attacks. TCB Pay
employs multi-layered authentication protocols and flags suspicious account behavior by
leveraging machine learning to understand legitimate user actions; TCB Pay’s enhanced security
features thwart ATO attempts before they can cause substantial damage.

 

3. Transaction Laundering

In high-risk sectors, transaction laundering is prevalent yet a hard-to-detect form of fraud.
It involves disguising the true nature of transactions and routes them through
legitimate businesses. This strategy attempts to allow illegal transactions to go virtually undetected
as they appear as legitimate transactions.

TCB Pay’s gateway utilizes sophisticated algorithms which analyze transactional data, identifying
patterns and inconsistencies that could indicate transaction laundering. Through real-time
monitoring, TCB Pay swiftly flags suspicious transactions for investigation protecting our merchants
from inadvertently participating in unlawful activities.

 

4. The Shield: TCB Pay

In an environment rife with new fraud strategies, high-risk sectors demand more than traditional
security solutions. TCB Pay acts as a shield for our merchants, providing real-time monitoring,
adaptive security mechanisms, and a complete fraud prevention architecture.

TCB Pay offers our merchants access to a robust toolkit that not only detects but also helps to
prevent fraudulent activity. The combination of real-time monitoring, machine learning,
and comprehensive security measures provides our merchants with the ability to protect
their operations from unknown dangers. In an age when fraudsters are constantly
evolving, partnering with TCB Pay becomes vital for merchants who navigate the ever-complex
payment landscape.

Love this article? Check out other related security blog posts here.
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